














Rakesh is a very aspiring, well managed and amiable fellow. One
day he told me a story. He had passed his college exams and way
feeling relaxed. Being a good cricketer he would practice regularly.
But that particular day it was raining heavily. Though he had no
burden of studies for a few days, as his exams were over, he was
likely to miss playing cricket due to heavy rains. It was a Sunday
morning and he was up early. He was watching the rain from his
first floor room. The window of his room opened towards the
backside playground. He regularly played cricket there but today the
rain disappointed him and he was listless. Overcome with
drowsiness, he was losing himself to the temptation of his days-the
game of cricket. He looked at the wall clock, it showed him
FIFTEEN PAST SEVEN. Soon he was asleep. He saw a favourite
dream. He was in blue jersey of the Indian cricket team. It was a
final match between India and Pakistan in a World Cup. India had to
chase a big total of 350 runs. He was asked to open the innings for
India. The game started and carefully he started his innings. Slowly,
but once settled, he scored a century with a hundred plus strike rate.
He played through forty-overs and scored a well deserved century.

1. Living with Mind
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They won the world cup!!! He was awarded with the ‘man of the
match’ title. He spoke well in the post match ceremony and was
applauded by the spectators and his team mates. But suddenly due to
thunder, he woke up from his splendid dream, happiness yet on his
face. When he looked at the clock on the wall, it flummoxed him.
The clock showed only TWENTY PAST SEVEN!!!! He scored a
century plus score with over by over performance. He recorded
several fours and sixes. He ran desperately to get singles. Moments
were there when he was saved closely when a catch was dropped by
an opposition player. All that stuff and five minutes only!

What was the magic? In just five minutes of our real world he had
dreamt of an inning of cricket match of fifty overs! Isn’t it
surprising? What is the secret? You will come across the secret,
when you will read through the book and understand the mind fully.
I promise that.

Now think of the past-dream behaviour of Rakesh in this dream-
experience. A dream-experience, as I term it, is a revelation phase
based on the dream theory that is formed with life time experience
of dreams. His brain auto suggested to him that it is only a dream
and had no truth. But the happiness this gave to him is yet in his
mind. It is stored in his memory as a ‘dream experience’. His mind
felt happy. This shows that happiness is an independent feature, a
quality that can be experienced by the mind. It is a separate identity
but can bring a temporary change in his state of experience.
Happiness is neither in mind nor in the object of experience but a
combination, a unity of object linked in ones memory and the effect
it causes in the mind. It is a long process by which the quality of
‘happiness’ becomes a memory and can be linked to the mind. It is
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attachable and has pleasant effects. It is because we have repeated it
millions of times as we felt it is repeatable. Its repetition creates a
link that causes impressions of happiness. It makes the person
linked with similar kind of joy. Once it is repeated again, it becomes
more settled. The more it becomes old in memory, the more
attachment it creates. We call it habit.

One of my friends, Akhilesh, once told me a sad incident of his life.
We met in summer vacation in Pune, in Maharashtra. He was
working in a private company which was a large, growing firm in
home appliances. They were about to launch a new product and the
details of deal with an advertising agency were to be handled by him.
On the day of deal finalisation meeting Akhilesh couldn’t get all the
papers. He is sincere and of hard working nature. From one week
his son was sick and that worry had effect on his work. The meeting
was about to start and he couldn’t get those important papers. He
was stressed but he went to the boss and detailed him about the
situation. Clients were running short of time, and they resentfully
cancelled the meeting and the deal. Akhilesh bore all the
consequences with a lot of stress and memorandum with a deduction
of salary with a lot of threats. He was heartbroken. Now this
happens with many people. They lose one or the other important
occasion due to some negligence or diverted attention. Time takes
toll with the number of pressures one has to bear. The demands are
more and the time is limited. Working hard, bearing stress all the
while and then suffering loss at the end of event makes one really
vulnerable. What happens in this case? It clearly indicates that the
diversion of one’s focus results in the forgetting of many things
even though they may be very vital. So few techniques of time
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management and to do lists, concentration techniques could be
offered in these situations as solutions. They may work well at many
instances but that doesn’t reduce the stress. The work we do and the
ever increasing demands with no time to respite add to diversion of
attention. In spite of these modern and comforting techniques, what
if you forget to put an important task in your ‘to do list’ or in the
‘first things first’ techniques? Gradually with ever working schedule
the mind becomes a slow engine, though it is not slow by nature. It
only implies a diverged state of attention. Attention is another
quality of mind that can be used with great effect if you are well
versed in the way of working of the mind. The amount of work done
by your mind must equal a quality time respite to make the mind
function effectively. But it seems impossible today to work eight
hours or more and have equal respite. Here come the new concepts
of hobbies, recreational activities, mind relaxing techniques and
many more. If you don’t know what you are working with, what is
its nature, you can’t make it fully relaxed and functional. In your
recreational acts also you will fuss about the next day’s demands!
The Only way to make the mind work efficiently and fully is
knowing it. If you have latest Smartphone but don’t know many of
its functions, it will be less productive. To make the mind work up
to its full potential, we need to understand it.

I met Harsh in a training program in Goa. He was a pleasant guy. He
was very enthusiastic and a good listener. One day he told me about
his life. He lost his wife due to cancer, some two years back. It was
a very hard time. His son was only four. Death of his spouse left
him with a crushing mountain of problems. His professional and
personal life was tormented. His son was a shackling responsibility.
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The loss of his spouse made him lose nearly all hopes of a normal
happy life. His son later lived with his grandparents. His education
and upbringing was again on track but the void left by his mother’s
loss could not be filled. It left him and his son with a permanent
handicap in emotional loss. He now lives alone and it is becoming a
routine. He devotes all his spare time to the organisation that gives
him salary. But he is no more the old Harsh. He is an absent minded,
always thinking of the past and being nostalgic. The past is always
dominant in his case that drains his energy and pleasure. He knows
he has to move ahead leaving his past behind. But the more he goes
for it his scars keep reminding of a happy life that he once had. His
present is always covered by the shadow of his past. He looks
miserable in spite of all his efforts to move ahead in his life. His son
reminds him of the sadness that came to his way, unexpectedly. His
life is scared and mutilated permanently.

Many people suffer such a loss by losing someone very close. It
leaves them desperate to move ahead. It turns into a handicap. Life
can take any turn. In such instances it is found that time is the best
remedy only because the victim doesn’t know the working of mind.
It doesn’t mean that if he is aware of the minds working, he will feel
less sorrow but it is for sure that at least he will handle the situation
and life more effectively. After such tragic incidents most of the
people try to escape from their memories. Because it makes them
suffer. They try to avoid the sad encounter of dejecting memories.
The more you run away from these situations the more severely you
witness the trouble. Running away from a sad experience doesn’t
work. You are only turning your back to the problem. It doesn’t go
away. No one wants to encounter the sad episodes of life. By
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running away from them you are simply pushing them away in the
dark recesses of the mind. The temporary relief you get by engaging
yourself otherwise, is not a permanent solution. The more you avoid
the facts the more severe the memory becomes. But people are seen
doing this everywhere. It is the common advice given to these
people to keep them busy. Busyness can momentarily make you
focus on other things, you will feel light but once you become free
of the occupation, mind will return to pain and agony. This happens
everywhere. People live in agony; they try to escape these
tormenting memories. It is exactly opposite to the situation. One
must feel it in its true sense. Live the sad situation in regular
intervals. The more you live with it the more light it becomes. You
are turning it now into a complete experience. It now gives you
many insights into the situation. It allows you to take it more
effectively. You are releasing the pressure of the sad incident from
your mind. Reliving the sad incidents frees you from it gradually.
You will remember it but as you have allowed yourself to feel the
grave incident, it becomes lighter and lighter every time. It frees you
from the need to run away from it. It is no more a storehouse of
sadness. It is a life enhancing experience now. It makes you free of
grief and you look at it more wisely and with less pain. Sadness is
another feeling like happiness. You will witness it many a times but
the trouble it used to cause will be understandable. Mind lives
through these feelings. It gets affected by them. If you live your
experiences of life instead of running away from them, you are
freeing yourself from the after effects it had. Your mind can still
feel the sad incidents but now they are memories, fully experienced
and they are lived with. They become a part of your life and not just
troubles that you try to avoid. They become stepping stones which
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allow you to climb higher in life with more clarity and healthy
perspective. It helps you to handle them more efficiently.

One day Nayan, with his friends went to Shrivardhan beach in
Maharashtra. It was his first visit to a beach. He was very excited at
the prospect. He was enthusiastically watching the panorama, as the
beach approached, the blue misty landscape which he saw through
the hills on a turn of the road added to his curiosity. He was
overjoyed. When they reached the beach, he hurriedly stepped out
of the car. He was rooted to the sandy beach. The view of the sea
was overwhelming. He was speechless. A vast space was created
inside him. He was drinking the beauty of the enormity with his
eyes. His friends ran to the waves lapping at the shore but he just
stood there witnessing a great sight that filled him with mesmerising
wonder. He was moved deeply with sight of the endless waves,
roaring and inviting the attention. He stood there for a few minutes.
Enchanted by the overpowering bliss, somewhere deep inside he
understood the vastness of his own being. He was moved by the
sight, stupefied, experiencing a great change inside. He was in
complete bliss and understood that his life was not just meant to
spend in doing everyday chores. He was destined to do something
really great. He will never forget the depth of the experience. He
was speechless but his mind was feeling a great change in the ways
it believed. He was brimming over with joy, pure joy. He
understood this visit to the great sea has changed his life, now he
will live a more effective and a fruitful life. Other happenings and
enjoyment at the beach were normal. He returned home that day
with a great power to change his life. Everything was going to be
different in his life now. The first day back from Shrivardhan beach
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was full of enthusiasm but in the evening he received his son’s
report card that worried him a lot. His performance was marginal
and Nayan had great hopes for his son. He fussed a lot and talked to
his seven year old son at length to inspire him. Little did it help as
his son did not reply; leave aside his half hearted promise to
improve the grades. Soon there was a task at hand to repair the
malfunctioning washing machine as it troubled his wife. He later
received reminders of policy premium due next week by the
telephonic message and he had no money left that month to meet the
demand. Also there were electricity, phone and grocery bills waiting
to be paid. His experience at the beach and vastness of his existence
all forgotten by this time, he was sunken in gloom and despair.
Every month life presented unforeseen hurdles and all his plans to
meet economic needs and positive thinking were suffering at the
hands of nagging demands of treacherous life. His enriching
experience at the sight of the enormous sea has become a distant
memory. He was struggling to make both ends meet.

This happens with almost everyone. Mind, as it works, is subject to
its surroundings. It is affected when it has a particular experience. It
turns every experience into a memory. And while having a
particular experience it gets the feelings attached to that object and
experience. The vastness of experience gives a glimpse of the vast
nature of mind; it is felt substantially. Once you feel the vastness
through your mind, the brain connects past experiences and also a
pattern that is the product of ways of experiences that mind received.
This pattern makes the mind connect itself with a feeling attached to
it that is as big or small as the experience is. We feel inspired,
tormented, stuck or even get ways to cross the hurdles in certain
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situations. The richer are your experiences; the greater is the output
of the mind. But you cannot live in that particular moment or with
that particular feeling permanently. As the stimulus changes so the
feelings and experiences related with it change. But you don’t know
what is happening. The focus of your mind is changed and you have
a new set of memories and experience at your disposal. This goes on
endlessly in normal conditions until you understand the functioning
of your mind. This is experienced by almost everyone but very few
dare to become aware of the situation and to understand the mind.
Even if someone sets off to understand it; mind has its tricks to
delude him. But there are certain ways by means of which we
understand and experience the world around us and its happenings.
The Mind is miraculously able in its nature and the ability to be as
small or as big according to the object in experience and focus. But
it’s another feature is, it can’t live with the same feeling as the
object or stimulus in focus changes; the experience, feelings and
understanding as well as feeling ability of mind changes with the
level and clarity of object in view.

Rohan works in a publishing house. He came to Nagpur three years
back, and now lives in a rented house. He spent his childhood in
Raigad, where the great mountains, rivers; natural beauty is a part of
his past life. His village was a heaven on earth, set at the foot of a
mountain, surrounded by the river delta and dense forest. Nature
was his only companion in his school days. His arrival in the
bustling city of Nagpur was a great blow to him. It was necessity to
work, to earn but he never ever tried to adjust in the cemented
jungle. Whenever stress or worry touched his mind, he escaped in
the village that is alive in his mind. Seeking solace in the past life
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became his cherished pastime. He never wanted to make friends
with busy lifestyle. His holiday routine was to go to public parks, to
remain in the bliss of nature. In a nutshell, he never tried to adjust in
his new life. The pressures of work, disappointments at the hands of
his superiors, or simply the loneliness he felt at the weekends had
only one refuge – his past. This makes clear of the bondages that
you put on yourself with the assistance of mind in escapism and
taking refuge in the past. His Mind was a great blessing for him, as
he thought, but it never allowed him to meet the new vistas,
situations, or with the people. This created a permanent bondage, an
invisible shackle that tied him so fiercely that even if he wanted to
escape from it, it seemed impossible. Surprisingly he never tried to
break free!!! Life is all about growth, becoming complete, achieving
oneness but in case of Rohan it was completely opposite. He agreed
to bondages as gifts. So the pattern of stress and his escape into the
past continued. In so many ways people create unhappiness for them.
They agree in terms of short lived pleasures though at all the time
they feel the handicap of this bondage. But they shut the door to the
new possibilities. They compromise their happiness and the entire
possibility of a new way of life by accepting the security of known
shelter of the past.

Many instances are there when people prefer past refuge over harsh
realities of present. This annihilates the possibility of the new,
boundless existence. Mind is conditioned here to experience the
stress and then to take refuge in an imaginary past. Life is wasted in
the fear of new. Hence it is necessary to know the capabilities of our
mind. Its working, its abilities and its wicked ways.
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Every New Year’s Day people make resolutions to change the old
ways, habits or the entire thought systems. They make elaborate
plans to achieve new goals but it is seen that ninety eight people out
of hundred fail in changing their old ways and habits. Once you like
something, your body craves for it and you do it, it turns into
experience – good or bad. If it is felt good then the mind asks to
repeat it. If it is repeated it becomes a habit. Habits with years of
repetitions become stronger than the stone walls or mountains. Our
habits define our lives. What to makes habits so strong? The reward
system! Good habits are praised by everyone. Going to temple,
following traditions, are such socially applauded actions. When
actions are appreciated one is forced to repeat them. Not because
you like those actions or things but it is a way since childhood.
Since early childhood the child learns through the praises and the
scoldings, which actions to avoid and which actions to repeat. As a
result, we see many crimes, or the negative tendencies in a society
born out of wrongly repeated thoughts and actions. Actions repeated
over the years become behaviour. At times people repeat actions
unknowingly. One day I was in the market, I saw a child with a
school backpack. A dog came along his way and the child picked a
stone and aimed at the dog, I called him and asked why he did so.
He shrugged his shoulders and carelessly replied, “I felt so!” He did
not face any threat or danger from the dog but he had made a habit
of it, and now it his behavioural tendency. Everyone has such
behavioural tendencies like kicking stones while walking, biting
nails, etc at the surface level. At the deeper level many more
dangerous tendencies are formed this way like feeling bored with
everything, criticising needlessly, doing destructive activities etc.
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All these have roots in the process forming habits and by practising
them, changing them into behavioural patterns.

People care a lot about particular T.V shows, games, movies, news
and waste too much of their important time. This gives vent to the
habits that go on unabatedly. It is necessary to shape the minds with
a thoughtful process. It is a modern lifestyle where T.V is the centre
around which a family lives. All important and essential family
matters are discussed infront of the T.V. Television and smart
phones are the modern habit cultivators. You cannot imagine a
family or a person who has not been addicted to this. It has become
a part of life. Thoughtless and cheap programs are the time stealers
of society. Hence there is no surprise in the way people are heading
towards future; stressed, broken, valueless, all just living with a set
of habits and the master habit cultivating T.V. with the monthly
package of 500 rupees.

Once my doctor friend had a patient, a familied person who was
addicted to lust. It was his only way of living; it was constantly on
his mind. Whatever he did, wherever he was, lust was on his mind.
He came to me for help. He was distressed, really hopeless as he
thought of himself. He said it was okay with him when he was an
adolescent, then at college but now he is a victim of lust. He
couldn’t live an hour without thinking of sex. If he is not doing
anything means he is thinking of it. His every hour was the carriage
of this basic instinct. Any woman he comes across, he thinks of her
in the terms of sex. He said he was mentally sick of this. Now tired
of it, he wanted to escape from this; he wanted to live like normal
people. He believed that may be it was not possible for him to
escape from this. He was really suffering. This happens, any thing in
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excess and your mind will be trying to get rid of it. I assured him of
his well being and now he is like normal. What happened in his case
is simple. He sowed a seed, watered it every time, everyday till it
became a huge tree. It became so huge, that it didn’t need his care
now. It has spread its roots so deep that it is nurturing itself. It went
a long way from his control. He was afraid of having no cure for it.
What I did to help him was also simple. I created another set of
habits in him which intuited him of morality and also inculcated a
new habit of reading. Now there is no end to good books in this
world. Once this had become another habit, over a period of one
year, he is quite healthy. Though old thoughts keep visiting him, but
now he has got a power to check them in time. It is true, just stop
your one habit with determination and you will be rewarded with
the equal amount of will power that equals the power of habit.

One of my friends was a complete alcoholic. He just worked
throughout the day so that when it is night, he will drink his fill.
Holidays were worst; he used to drink from morning itself. His
personal life was in turmoil, he understood it completely, but he was
not able to handle it anymore. His health was in weakest state and
slightest exertion would tire him to the extreme. With careful plan
and his desire to change, I managed to stop his habit of drinking.
Two years went by perfectly with an improved state of health and
his enhanced interest in life and family. Then one day I met him
during a train journey and to my surprise he had become a smoker.
On further enquiry he told me that he does it occasionally. Now it
was worst beginning of the same old drinking habit. His wife was
with him and even she confirmed the occasional smoking; I was
sure he was going to land into the same old hell of drinking habit.
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This is how mind works. You stopped some old and powerful habit
but if you do not close all cravings to other similar habits; it keeps
open a road for the old habit to return. Next year I found him
drinking excessively. This time it was more powerful, it knew no
control. The same habit returned to him. He didn’t drink for two
years; this doesn’t mean that experiences, memories related to it, the
joy that was witnessed through it was gone. Once the habit returned
that old space and set of connections come to life, and newly re-
started drinking habit got the power of all that past habit of a decade;
making it invincible. I came to know that he died few months ago,
with great agony and suffering. It was bound to happen. If a habit
has been stopped but another habit of the similar kind is at work,
there are maximum chances that it would return!

I remember one of my students, Ankit. He always came to me with
a single problem that he could never keep his focus centred on one
thing. It was always a matter of few minutes and he was having
another thought, and then next moment it was some other. Naturally
it was affecting his performance as a student. With divided attention
the brain was blocked. He had this problem for a long time since
early childhood. When mind is divided it can’t grasp the matter at
hand. The disturbed water makes it difficult to look through at the
bottom. You keep travelling from one object to other. He did his
best to focus on a single task at hand but found himself thinking of
certain other object and that surprised him. He never knew when his
attention and focus drifted to other. It is only after some time that he
would realise he is thinking about something else other than the task
at hand. After studying him I found that since early childhood he
used imagination to keep himself busy, to reach the places which
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were are beyond his reach. His parents were both employed, so he
used to be home alone and lonely, hour after hours, days passed and
rolled into years. He could see other children running, playing
outside through window. He could never go out. His parents
returned home tired and preferred to sit before T.V or to finish other
household chores. They rarely took him out. His world was confined
to his house. The window of sitting room was his favourite place.
His active mind could not get outlet, his energy then got diverged in
the form of imagination. He became so powerful in imagining
things, sitting in the window. T.V had shown him different places.
He started visiting and living in the imaginary places. He could
spend four to five hours only doing this. Later it increased
automatically, while in bed, in school or on the way to and back
from school; he went on imagining things. Within a couple of years
he was spending most of his waking hours in imagination. Many a
times, he was unable to distinguish the things that happened in
reality or in his imagination because he would lose track of both
these worlds for hours at times and they would merge. He was at a
great loss, the pressure of exams, career options, parent’s demands
were forcing him to achieve success and his way of life made it
impossible for him to focus on anything. I simply used his own
imagination to create a better future for him, under supervision he
used to read certain topics, later I asked him to imagine whatever he
studied, in a certain way, as a teacher does. I asked him to teach the
read things in his imagination. In this way I connected his imaginary
world with the real one in the same space and time. Slowly the
reality phase increased and he could focus on the matters at hand.
After one year he was doing just like the mainstream or the other
high achievers. He even understood many of the difficult topics
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simply by playing them in his imagination. Now he is an
engineering student and living a quite efficient life.

One day one of my friends came to me in the evening. For a while
he talked generally and then he told that he wanted to ask me
something. I encouraged him and focused on him attenatively. He
said that he was ashamed and confused to explain what was there on
his mind. I assured him that it would do good to unburden himself.
He told me about his last night’s dream. He dreams that he about his
last night’s dream. He dreams that he was very angry though he did
not know the reason for his anger. He was in his house. He received
a call which notified him of his wife’s ongoing delivery. Then next
moment he was in the hospital. How he reached he did not see.
There were people eating from their tiffin and few others walking
leisurely. Some people were talking and laughing while some were
sad. Then he was taken in the operation theatre by one doctor. He
saw his new born there and a chill went down his spine – it was a
ghostly life! Doctors wanted to kill that child but the child was too
powerful to allow anything. Then he woke up, sweating profusely
and breathing hard. It suddenly dawned on him that it was only a
dream but the effect that it had on him left him listless and uneasy
feeling about some foreboding of evil.

I thought about his dream, meanwhile we had tea, then he wanted to
return his house after some seemingly forced pleasantries. His
listlessness was visible. I asked him a few questions and told him to
answer sincerely. The questions were –

1. If he had few unfinished tasks at the office or at home
which are vital.


